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subject areas
available:

City College works with schools
throughout Southampton and Hampshire
to provide professional and technical
education and training for young people

Hair / Beauty

aged 14–16. Our dedicated team will

Motor Vehicle / Engineering

work in partnership with your school to
create tailored education based on your

Early Years

students’ needs, to ensure that they

Catering

succeed and progress onto the next

Vocational Studies

stage of their career.

ESOL

What are the benefits?

What we offer

By attending college, your students can gain a variety of new skills and a
vocational qualification. It can help them build their levels of confidence and
independence as well as experiencing college life in preparation for their post16 options. We have found this experience improves attendance and interest at
school, focusing students on their future and progression. For some students, the
chance to learn in a different setting with a clear vocational focus helps them to
understand the value of their school study to their likely future careers.

Group programmes
We offer mixed school classes in set subject areas each year, enabling schools to
send a small number of their students. These are typically arranged for half a day
a week over two years.

Why City College?
ÒÒ A dedicated team to ensure the students get
the best experience from their time in college
ÒÒ A dedicated contact for your programme
ÒÒ Daily attendance information
ÒÒ Regular updates on your students’ progress
ÒÒ Excellent value for money

It is great to see our
students learning new
practical skills in a different
setting from their usual
school environment, with
more independence than is
possible in the structure of
the school day
Carole Silk,
Regents Park Community College

You can also decide to commission a bespoke group activity, leading to a
qualification that could contribute to Progress 8. These can be planned to fit with
your Key Stage 4 options timetable. Group sizes are negotiable.
Individual programmes
If you do not have a whole group, you can refer individual students to us and we
will create a bespoke programme for them, based on your specification. This is
charged at an hourly rate.

For more information including prices please contact:
023 8057 7418 admissions@southampton-city.ac.uk
www.southampton-city.ac.uk
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